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Light Kit is a set of 7 plug-ins and 2 transitions for Final Cut Pro, Motion, Premier Pro, or AfterEffects. With them you can add light 

effects like flickering or flashing lights, multicolor gradients and vignettes. A lot of the plug-ins and transitions have parameters that can be 
changed to modify the flicker, pulse speed, color of the light flashes, etc.

Plug-ins
Light Flicker

Light Flicker creates light effects that are similar to the flickering light of old movie projectors or the flickering cast-off light seen in a room 
when someone is watching TV.

Light Pulse
This creates a regular pulsing light effect. You can set the intensity frequency, and color.

Multicolor Gradient
This lets you overlay multicolored gradients over your footage. The parameters let you change the light patterns and colors.

Multicolor Vignette
This plug-in creates customizable color gradients that surround the screen.

A Multicolor Gradient effect has been added to an outdoor scene.
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Regional Light

This plug-in creates light effects  
with or without flicker. You can 
change the color, position, angle, 
light intensity, softness, etc. It can 
also be used to enhance the light 
exposure of only a small area or the 
whole screen. 

Stylizer
This plug-in gives you tools to 

stylize your video by changing the 
color, light, shapes, softness, and 
sharpness of the images. Thus you 
can give your video a surreal look, 
an old footage look, etc.

Vivid Touch
This plug-in gives you tools to 

create mild or extreme stylization plus 
specific types of color corrections. 
There are also two B&W Comics 
effects that remove all color and 
makes your footage look like a pen 
and ink drawing. Or if you like color comics, there is a “Vivid Comics” effect.

Transitions

Flash
This creates various flashing and lightning transitions. I used it on some outdoor footage and 

made it look like there was a close-by lightening strike.

Wipe Burn
This creates burnout wipe effects.

Medical warning from the Luca Visual FX web site
“PSE WARNING: Luca Visual FX Light Kit 1.0 includes plugins used to create flashing/flickering lights. Please consult your doctor before using 
Light Flicker, Light Pulse and Multicolor Gradient plug-ins if you have been diagnosed with epilepsy or have experienced any of the following 
symptoms whilst using the product; altered vision, muscle twitching, other involuntary movement, loss of awareness, confusion and or convulsions. 
Please consider the risk of Photosensitive epilepsy when using this product to create videos viewed by others.”

The Skinny
Evaluation: This is a nice selection of lighting and color effects.

Requires: Mac OS X (lion to Mavericks), Final Cut Pro X,  Motion,  Premier Pro,  or AfterEffects

Company: Luca Visual FX - distributed by Noise Industries

Price: $49

Available Trial version (It’s included in the free FxFactory download)

This is the Multigradient Shapes effect.

You can use one of the B&W Comics effects to make 
your footage look like a B&W cartoon/animation.

There is a wide variety of available Burn 
Wipes that you can use as transitions.
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